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BDlseSlate Theatre
Arts Dpens seasen
Oct. 2 with Beckett's
"Endgame"
Boise State University's
theater arts department
opens its 2003-04 season
with Samuel - Beckett's
absurdist play "Endgame."
Performances are at 7:
30 p.m. Oct. 2-4 and 8-
11 and at 2 p.m, Oct. 5
and 12 at the Morrison
Center Stage II. Tickets
are $9 general and $7 for
students and seniors at
Select-a-Seat. Boise State
students, faculty and staff
can receive free tickets at
campus box offices.
Other productions
in the season include
Noel Coward's "Present
Laughter" Nov. 13-16 and
19c23; and Henrik Ibsen's
"Hedda Gabler" March 10-
14 and 17-21. In addition,
the Theatre Majors
Association will present a
fall showcase Dec. 3-6, and
dance students will present
a fall dance concert Dec. 12
and 13. Both groups will
also hold performances in
the spring. Contact Ann
Hoste of the Department
of Theatre Arts at (208)
426-4007 for more
information.
BDlseState University
hosts panel Dn
capital punishment
Oct. 7
The public is invited to
a free panel discussion on
"Justice in the Balance:
Consequences of Capital
Punishment in Idaho" at
6 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7, in
the Boise State University
Student Union Hatch
Ballroom. The event is
sponsored by the College
of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs at Boise
State, the American Civil
Liberties Union of Idaho
and Catholic Charities and
Catholic Church ofIdaho.
Moderated by Al
Bronstein, former
director of the ACLU
National Prison Project,
discussion will focus on
the current state of capital
punishment in Idaho, For
more information, call
344-5243.
Boise State Selland
CDliege Dffers new
blueprint reading
classes
The Center for Workforce
Training at the Boise State
University Selland College
of Applied Technology is
offering two new evening
courses for individuals
who want to learn basic
and advanced blueprint
SceCampusShorts page 2
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Religious activists
draw crowd in quad
A ADAMS/THE ARBITER
Tho Ado County Shcriff's Dcportmont was coiled to the BSUquod on Monday in response to the aggressive
proselytizing by Michael Warnecki and his family.
BYMONICA PIUCE
News Reporter
The Arbiter -
Religious activists gathered Monday on
the quad to spread their message against
college education, causing' pedestrians
to stop to watch the exchanges between
activists and students.
As a crowd looked on, Michael
Warnecki, bible in hand, stood across
from the Albertson's Library preaching
the evils of college.
"The whole educations system is based
on the principle of self betterment, that's
the whole problem. The Bible says you are
a sinner," Warnecki said. "People want to
make you out to be some weird wacko so
they don't have to believe it's real."
Michael and Rachel Warnecki travel
the world with their six children ranging
in age from 13 to 23. "We go anywhere
there is people," said Elizabeth Warnecki,
age 19.
Michael Warnecki says he is a born-
again Christian, but denies church ties,
stating that all churches are corrupt.
"Our message is the living Jesus offers
the alternative to the education system,"
Michael said. "We are separated from
God by our sin, to better yourself is
to better sin, the greed, the pride, the
arrogance, the self exaltation, to try to
make something of yourself, Jesus says to
turn away from yourself."
Warnecki said a college degree serves
solely as a tool to earn more money in the
rat race of the world.
According to Robert Meyer, associate
director of student involvement, anyone
can come on campus to speak and
pass out -Iiterature. "We are a public
institution," Myer said.
Myer said the Wamecki family didn't
ask for permission to speak on campus,
but they were not required to do so
because Boise State University is a public
space.
Myer said some campus sites require
reservations but the particular area
the Warnecki family was located is
considered a public forum, where anyone
can share their opinion.
Mark Belluzzo, a BSU student, asked
Michael Wamecki if he believed in an
organized religion. Warnecki refused to
acknowledge Belluzzo and signaled his
family to start walking toward the quad.
"I've been talking to these guys all
day and they won't say a word to me,"
Student
Stephanie
Augsburger,
came to
the quad to
protest the
Wamecki
family's
messoge.
PH01U BY KRISTA ADAMS/THE ARBITER
Belluzzo said.
Belluzzo wanted to know just exactly
what the Wamecki family's religious
beliefs were. His attempts at conversation
were flatly ignored.
The family attracted a significant crowd
as they occupied the triangle of grass
directly opposite the library. Michael
Warnecki's fire and brimstone speech
could be heard across the entire quad.
The older children held enormous signs
preaching of the evils of education.
David, the youngest at age 13, passed out
literature.
It didn't take long for BSU students
to form a counter protest. Stephanie
Augsburger's sign read: "God loves you
all! Love each other and do not judge."
"God is all about love, not about this,"
Augsburger said.
According to Elizabeth Warnecki, the
family experiences a lot of hostility and
they never live in one place very long.
"They persecute me, they'll persecute
you, nobody likes to hear the truth,"
Elizabeth said.
Stacey Schmelzer; a BSU student
concerned about the way in which
Christianity was being represented,
confronted Elizabeth Wamecki. "Yes we
are to preach the gospel, we are to share
the good news of Christ, but I think you
guys are doing more harm than good to
the cause and turning people off more,"
Schmelzer said.
ElizabethWarnecki did not allow
Schmelzer to finish her sentence. "You.
wouldn't know. If you were a sister in
Christ there would be fellowship between
us," she said.
Officers from the Ada County Sheriffs
Office monitored the protest to ensure
nothing got out of hand.
Deputy Andrew Stercks watched the
melee from the sidelines. "That triangle
of grass there is a free speech area ... a
lot of people don't like the message, but
there's nothing we can do about that."
Agency
looks into
leak of CIA
operative's
name
BYRICHARD B. SCHMITI'
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles Times-Washington
Post News Service
WASHINGTON - The Justice
Department has been asked
to investigate whether the
Bush administration retaliated
against a critic of its Iraq policy
by leaking the name of his wife,
an undercover CIA operative, to
journalists, a top administration
official said Sunday.
The allegation stems from
a report in July by syndicated
columnist Robert Novak that
identified Valerie Plame as a
specialist in weapons of mass
destruction for the CIA. Novak
cited "two senior administration
officlals" as his sources.
Plame is married to former
State Department envoy Joseph
C. Wilson IV. A week before
Novak's column was published,
an article by Wilson on The
New York Times' op-ed page
questioned now-discredited
claims, made by President Bush
in his State of the Union address
in January, that Iraq had tried to
buy uranium from Africa.
Disclosing the identities
of agency operatives; like
revealing classified information,
is punishable under several
federal laws by fines and jail
terms.
The Justice Department
"will determine the facts,"
National Security Advisor
Condoleezza Rice said on "Fox
News Sunday," responding to
reports, first made Friday by
NBC News, that the CIA had
asked department officials to
examine the case. "They will
determine what happened;
they will determine if anything
happened. . And they'll take
appropriate action."
Rice said she was unaware of
any White House involvement
in the alleged leak. "I know
nothing of any such White
House effort to reveal any of
this, and it certainly would not
be the way that the president
would expect his White House
to operate," she said.
Representatives of the CIA
and the Justice Department
declined to comment on
Sunday.
Wilson, the last U.S. diplomat
to meet with Saddam Hussein
before the 1991 Persian Gulf
War, was dispatched by the
CIA to Niger in 2002 to evaluate
a British .intelligence report
that Iraq was attempting to
purchase a form of uranium,
known as "yellowcake," which
can be used to make a nuclear
bomb. see CIA page 2
Parking hassles cause student frustration
The machines do not allow
users to add time, and they
frequently stop after. an hour's
For Boise State students and worth of coins. This Doses a
faculty who use the parking problem for students who have
garage on campus, just trying to hours of consecutive classes and
pay for parking can be a hassle. are unable to come back and
Many students complain that the repay. At certain times, long lines
payment machines in the garage also add to user frustrations.
can be pretty unpredictable. Similar problems with machines
According to Heather Shipley, a are frequent, and none of the
customer service representative machines give refunds.
in the parking office, the office "Basically, when I add money,
receives up to 5-10 complaints sometimes it doesn't give me
per day about problems-with the time," said Brandon Asbury, a
machines. While some students kinesiology major.
have no problems with the Jared Everett, director of
paYJIlents,· some, ..struggle .with. Parking and Transportation
payment rgachinejillreJiabiIity"j.;~rvices, said the problems arise
from certain machines rejecting fall semester, but Shipley said
the upgraded software. Some problems with the machines
machines are older than others continue "to be an ongoing
and have a .hard time accepting difficulty for the office.
the programs. As a result, the "We're just as frustrated as
affected machines do not the students, " Shipley said.
recognize some parking space The Seattle-based parking
numbers.' machine vendor has been
Everett emphasized that these doing on-site. repairs and
problems effect only 15·20 should have the problems
parking stalls. He added that if fixed in the immediate future,
the problems were affecting too Everett said.. He said the
many transactions, the' parking' vendor left last Thursday
department .would .close .the after making several
machines and assign a cashier to repairs. _.
handle payments. ..., "Since then we've not
The parking department began .. had anY prCIblemseither
addressing the problems]- even' observed: or ••..reported;" '.
before classes convened for ·theEverett said. . .
BYKYLE GORfL4..M
Special to The Arbiter
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Campus, Shorts
from page 1" .
New wall sports 'more routes
and increased height
"Itwill definitely
be the largest,
nicest facility in the
Treasure Valley"
OOTOOOR PROGRAM ASST. DIRECTOR
GEOFf HARRISON
CIA
from page 1
Bush alluded to the British
report in his State of the Union
address as part of making the
case to go to war against Iraq.
In his July 6 op-ed article,
Wilson said he had concluded
from his visit "that it was
highly doubtful that any such
transaction had ever taken
.place." -
His critique jump-started
the debate over what the Bush
administration knew and.
what it revealed to the public
in rallying support earlier this
year for the war in Iraq. Five
days after the article ,appeared, .
the White House acknowledged
that it had been wrong to
inclu~ethe Africa allegation in
Treasure Valley," said Outdoor
Program Assistant Director
Geoff Harrison. "It will be an
asset to the rock-climbing
community."
Though the wall was
supposed to have been built
with the initial construction of
the Rec Center, the new one will
. be finished and ready to use by
the time students return from
winter holidays for the spring
semester.
The old wall will close in
early December to make way
for new handholds and routes
to be implemented into the
new. Classes that regularly have
been taught at the old wall will
resume when the new facility
opens, including introductory
classes, safety orientations and
BYAMY OLSEN
News Reporter
The Arbiter
used to instruct students for
outdoor climbing.
A larger "bouldering" area
will also be included, where
climbers can climb without
ropes on shorter walls. The gym
will be located in the current
Outdoor Program facility in
the southeast comer of the Rec
Center.
About 30 students will be
able to use the gym at once.
The Outdoor Program provides
equipment and no previous
experience is required.
"It will definitely be the
largest, nicest. facility in the
A new and improved rock-
· climbing gym that Boise State
· students have been waiting for.
: will be done in time for the start
of spring semester.
With 7,000 square feet of
climbable area and a height
of 37 feet, the future gym is
three times larger than the
current facility. It will provide
25 top-rope stations and four
,"leadable" areas -- areas that
· don'trequlre a partner to climb.
· Leadable areas are generally
instructional clinics.
For now, full-time students
and regular fee-paying
members will be able to use
the rock gym free of charge.
Specifics on new hours of
operation and a possible extra,
minimal fee have not yet been
determined.
The .existing rock-climbing
wall will be available until the
end of the fall semester.
reading and interpretation.
The basic course will include:
basic blueprint terms and
symbols; different types of
plans and how they represent
a finished building; information
on prints and how they relate
to real parts and locations;
the purpose of title block; and
gridlines.
. The fees are $65 for the
basic class and $150 for the
advanced class. There is a $15
discount for those who enroll
in both classes. Participants are
encouraged to register early as
this program is expected to fill
quickly. A variety of payment
options are available including
bill-to-employer options and
credit cards. Call the Center
For Workforce Training Office
at 426·1974 for registration and
program information.
QUADS ON THE PARK
Personal Bedroom Suites
with Shared Common Area
989 Sherwood 336=8787
From $295.00 Open House In NampaOct. 14 showcases
doctoral program In
educaUon
An open house for teachers,
administrators and others
interested in learning more
about' Boise State University's
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the State of the Union speech
but stood by its central claim
that Saddam was attempting to
restart his weapons programs.
It was not clear whether
Justice Department officials
had determined whether there
were adequate grounds to open
a formal investigation of the
alleged leak. Typically, officials
make a preliminary inquiry
into a matter, interviewing
some of the principals said to
be involved, before deciding
whether to proceed formally.
Once any such determination
is made, the case would likely
be assigned to the department's
criminal or public-integrity
sections.
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doctor of education program
is planned for 6 - 8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 14, in Room 207A
at the Canyon County Center,
2407 Caldwell Blvd., in Nampa.
Boise State professors,
current doctoral students and
recent graduates will be on
hand to discuss the doctor of
education (Ed.D.) in curriculum
and instruction offered
through Boise State's Coliege
of Education. Informational
materials will also be available,
and refreshments will be
served.
Boise State's doctoral
program in curriculum and
instruction is designed to
develop graduates who will be
effective leaders in educational
improvement. Components of
the program include curriculum
and instruction, school
improvement, applied research,
student-selected cognate study
and a dissertation. The doctoral
program is supported by faculty
members in the College of
Education.
For more information on the
doctoral program, go to http:!
!education.boisestate.cdu! and
click on graduate programs.
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a popular attraction in the area
ever since.
If the history of the area hold
no interest for you, the scenery
might. All three packages offer
an intimate view of the Payette
River and the surrounding
mountains.
The Payette River valley is
abundant inwildlifeand plants.
Each trip offers a unique variety
of flora and fauna. Accordingto
the Idaho Department of Fish
and Game, wildlife including
moose, elk. black bear and
mountain lion can be seen in
the Payette River canyon. Bird
life such as bald eagles, white
pelican, Canada geese and
water ouzel can also be seen.
Q: What does "LAN"
mean to 0 temie?
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2003 NEWS·
The Idaho Northern and Pacific
- Thunder Mountain Line
Directions: From BSU go downtown
to Stata Street. Follow Stata N.E. until it
becomes Stata Highway 44. Just outside
Eagle you will find a Junctipn to State
Highway 55 and Horseshoe Bend. Contact
Thunder Mountain line reservations
end information at 793-4425. Additional
information can also be found et www.th
undennountainline.com.
Look for the grand prize winner in the
Monday issue.
WINFREE,maools
e-mail your answer to
contest@arbiteronline.com for a chance
to win a weekly prize, and to be entered
into a Grand Prize drawing at the end of the
contest for FREE textbooks. Look for
official rules in the classified page.
BYMICHElLESEllS
TheArbiter
by the "Buckhorn Boys," a
bluegrass band.
The Horseshoe Bend Express
runs from Horseshoe Bend to
Banks. a distance of nearly 15
miles. Due to low elevation and
good weather this experience
is available year round. The
"Pumpkinliner" runs all
through the month of October.
This particular experience
runs from Horseshoe Bend to
Montour so passengers can
pick their own pumpkins from a
pumpkin patch. Total trip time
.is approximately 1 1/2 hours.
The Carbarton Flyer is the
shortest trip and runs from
Cascade to Smiths Ferry. This
trip covers a distance' of 12
miles along the Payette River.:
Unfortunately, you will have
to wait until next year's good
weather to try this one.
The activities mentioned
above are not the only options
available. The rail line also
offers a link to Idaho's history
as well as some of its most
beautiful scenery.
The Thunder Mountain Line
was established in 1897 as the
Idaho Northern Lineby Colonel
W.H. Dewey, a mining magnet
from Nampa. The line was
built to carry ore from Dewey's
mines at Thunder Mountain
and BuffaloHump.
In 1912 the railroad finally
reached Horseshoe Bend and in
1916 a depot was constructed at
the current Thunder Mountain
Line depot site. In 1986 the
original depot was moved a few
miles away to the banks of the
river in Horseshoe Bend and
has found new life as the "Old
RiversideDepot Inn," a bed and
breakfast.With the arrivalof the
railroad, life in Horseshoe Bend
changed dramatically. The
town site moved to the north
bank of the Payette and became
a company town and a large
shipping point for cattle, sheep
and logs.
This rail line remained in
service until 1980, at which
point the Union Pacific
abandoned it. The Thunder
Mountain Line had its first run
on July 4,1998. It has remained
PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHELlE SEllS,
The Thunder Mountain Line is a great way to view the stunning scenery found in
the Payette River canyon just north of Boise.
Looking for a way to
experience the comforts of
railwaytravel. allwhileenjoying
magnificent Idaho scenery? If
so, head up to the historic town
of Horseshoe Bend and get on
board the Thunder Mountain
Line.
The. Thunder Mountain
Line offers three separate
trip packages. Known as the
"Cascade Limited:' "Horseshoe
Bend Express," and the
"Carbarton Flyer," these
packages offer a wide range of
sights and experiences.
The Cascade Limited takes
the longest of the three, running
from Horseshoe Bend to the
town of Cascade, a distance of
50 miles. These 50 miles span
all the way from sagebrush
hills to the mountains of the
Boise National Forest. The last
opportunity this year to ride
the Cascade Limited is 9:30
a.m. Saturday. Oct. 18.The final
trip will include entertainment
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Parking protest
continues
\)rap the fflp3
~yer dOd give
Me. 01/ yer lunch':,
Money, tWinl<y! .
/
j
BYROBERT J.ZUMBRUN
Guest Opinion
Saturday, Sept, 27, Boise
State's second home football
game. Again I was out in the
parking lot, continuing with my
protest. Parking is still an issue
with residents, and the number
of spots allotted us during game
days is still far too few. We are
given 130 parking spots in a iot
now used to park the cars of
nearly 600 residents.
Wanting to gam support for
my protest, and following the
rules, I emailed the director of
parking to ask for permission to
protest during events that forces
residents to move their cars. I got
a speedy reply from the director
saying that he did not know who
told me I needed his permission,
and that to protest was a right
I had, granted to me<by the
Constitution.
Thls time I went out with my
shirt on, and with my signs. I had
a couple more people with me,
and we were out in the stadium
parking lot from 2:30 p.m. until
the start of the game. More
people are going to see this issue,
and there will be no denying that
parking is an issue and a change
needs to be made.
People definitely took notice of .
the protest. Parking attendants
driving by would shake their
heads or cast dirty looks. Alumni
members and other football fans
walking past would read our
signs and on a few occasions stop
and talk with us. While standing
in the parking lot protesting
and talking with people, no one
ever voiced their disapproval
with what we were doing. Some
alumni members expressed their
disapproval about how we pay
for access to that parking lot, and
are denied parking.
Having residents move their
cars to the parking garage is not a
solution that residents agree with,
and they feel inconvenienced by
having to do so. I was told that
this solution was agreed upon
during the spring 2003 semester,
and that to reach this decision
a series of meetings took place.
This was the compromise that
was agreed on, residents move
their cars.
Webster's Dictionary defines a
compromise as, "a settlement of
differences by mutual adjustment
or modification of opposing
claims, principles, demands."
A compromise is an agreement
that benefits all parties involved,
in this case residents and the
Bronco Athletic Association.
The compromise reached was
beneficial to the BM, but not to
the residents. We are being given
the same number of parking
spaces for three buildings that :
in the past was allotted to just
Chaffee Hall.
There are other and better
solutions out there, and one
needs to be found and agreed
upon. This solution should be
more of a compromise and more
beneficial to all sides. This is our
home, and that should be taken
into consideration when talking
about parking. The parking lot is
like our driveway, and we should
have access to it.
A possible solution, allow
tailgaters access to the east
parking lot and all spaces south
of the currently existing RH
parking lot, allowing all residents
of Chaffee, Morrison, and Driscoll
Halis access to the parking lot
they paid to use. Have the rest
of the incoming fans park in the
garage at a smaller fee than they
are currently paying.
This is just one soiution to
the current parking issue, and it
would be mutually beneficial to
all parties involved. This is just an
example of something that could
be done. In any case, a change
does need to be made, a change
that residents can have a say in.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Zealots Among Us
tell you, use worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so
that when it is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal life"
(Luke16:9). In this we are serving Christ, and inviting friends
to know him. Check out 1Corinthians 6:12.
"He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son
of God does not have life" (1 John5:12). I invite you to ask the
Lord by hls name Jesus in prayer to come into your hearts and
lives. He will save you from this world of fear, pain, and the
eternal fire ahead. "Here I am! I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, Iwill come in
and eat with him, and he with me" (Revelation 3:20).
The choice is yours today to accept or not.
Ever since I was born, my friends and family have been
encouraging me to better myself and to learn more, to help
people and to further my education. Not once in my life did
anyone suggest I could possibly be doing the wrong thing by
furthering my education at BSU in an attempt to become a
nurse and one day give back to people who have given so
much to me.
All of that changed today. As I walked through the quad at
BSU I was assaulted by signs that literally shouted the words
"Satan owns you! Turn to Jesus and He who loves his life will
lose it." Other signs suggested that since we were at BSU,
seeking an education and a job we were going straight to hell.
This was no subtle statement the group was trying to make.
When students shunned their blatant message, the gracious
reply they received was "Go to hel1!" This is hardly a way to
attract people to your religion.
I decided to approach this group of zealots, to let them
know what my beliefs are on the subject of education, God
and love. I told a young girl that I believed in a loving God
who did not blindly subject people to the endless torment'
of hell. She replied that she believed in a loving God as
well, but that I was going to hell. I wondered how she could
consign me to an endless torment when she hadn't known
me five minutes ago. The conversation continued with her
statement that I was in open rebellion against God.
Since I assumed that she was referring to my education
at Boise State, I defended my position, saying that I was
planning to learn skills that I could use to serve others and in
doing so, serve God. She countered my statement by saying
that life wasn't about serving each other or God. Jesus had
already done the ultimate service by laying down his life for
.us, and nowwe must lay down our lives and follow him. After
hearing this, I jokingly asked, "So what are you saying, that
we are supposed to kill ourselves?"
There was no question in my mind as to her intentions
when she answered, "That is exactly what I am saying."
How did this religious encounter make me feel? Absolutely
and totally shocked. I had now idea that a small group of
people could take the teachings of the Bible and twist the
words around to please them. I doubt that I will forget this
day, but I am not sure that I want to.
PATRICIA HOWERTON
Music Education student
Kaikoo - poor example of public art
Regarding the letter from Dr. Kathleen Keys published in
The Arbiter Opinion on Monday, Sept. 29, I have the following
comments I appreciated Dr. Keys's comprehensive account
of the history and pedigree of the sculpture in the quad. I had
not previously even known what it was called.
However, Dr. Keys did not tell me what I really want to
know: What does it mean? What was the artist trying to say?
She does give a few tantalizing hints about geometric form,
the process of construction, angles of light and weather, etc.
"informing" the piece, but those observations could apply
equally well to the Brady parking structure. And the parking
structure is also useful.
I did check out other Betty Gold sculptures, and I am
sorry to say that we seem to have obtained the ugliest of the
lot. (See http://wWw.bettygold.com/monumental.html.)
Our Kaikoo is unfortunately a good example of Robert
Heinlein's opinion that "most modern sculpture proves that
anyone with astigmatism and a blowtorch can call himself a
sculptor." .
As a counterpoint to the Kaikoo sculpture, I offer the
Bronco sculpture in front of the Business Building as a
better example of public art. The first time I saw the Bronco,
it communicated. It said, "I'm a symbol of what BSU
school spirit should be!" A simple message yes, but clear,
appropriate to the surroundings, and not hidden in some
private language intended only for the cognoscenti of the
art world.
N<;>doubt Dr. Keys would say I am uneducated in art,
and she would be right. But I know one thing about the
subject. Good art communicates. Good art evokes emotion
and thought. The Bronco stallion is good solid public art
for everyman. Kaikoo is no more than a Rorschach inkblot
into which you can read anything you want. Of itself, it says.
nothing.
SUSAN R. HOAG
Nursing student
You're not going to hell
On Sept. 29 the campus was disturbed by people
condemning us to hell. A fault these people had was that
they were not Christ-like by condemning us. "For God did
not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but
to save the world through him" (Iohn 3:17). "Therefor!l, there
is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus,
because through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit of life set
me free from the law of sin and death" (Rom.8:1-2).
They twisted 1 John 2:15, "Do not love the world or
anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of
the Father is not in him." Well, of course that is true if you .
make the world your master, or education, instead of God.
Read on through verses 16-17. God does not condemn us
for education, and using worldly wealth. Instead he says, "I
EDMSVIK
Academic Computer Lab Coordinator
College of Business & Economics
We encourage readers to respond in letters for publication.
Letters must be 300 words or less. Please direct all letters to
editor@arbiteronline.com and include your name, daytime phone
number, major field of study and year in school. Letters are subject to
editing. The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of statements made in
letters to the editor.
http://coreer.boiseslale.edu
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1173 University Drive
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~ndIDAHO
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There is no letter unless youconsider bible thumpers yell1ngat you to constitute a letter.Apparently we are all goingto hell. As of last Friday .and
Monday it is clear that there are some crazy
people hanging out on the BSU campus. I'm
sure you have seen and heard the people
with the large signs yell1ng and handing out
pamphlets in the quad.
I am all for free speech, but I believe that a
double standard exists at Boise State. I saw no
opposition from faculty or adm1n1stration to
this aggressive hate mongering in the name
of the Lord [editor's note: please see page
one]. However, if any of us were to carry a
sign suggesting an on-campus orgy we would
be laughed off campus, or even kicked off. If
any of us were to hand out c9mpl1mentary
issues of Hustler magazine while saying
our lord, Larry Flint, has commanded us
to' observe hot glrl-on-girl action, we would
be pornographers. I am not endorsing
pornography but an individual who comes to
my place of education and insists that I am
going to hell because of the way I choose to
live my life is, in my mind, a pornographer.
Hate is pornographic. If .golng to
hell is what it takes to get away from
bible beating assholes, then sign me
up. If these terrorists (that's right,
terrorists) really want to have a good
. time in heaven, you'd think that they
would want less people there competing
for quality time with the god.
See you lD hell,
B.A.G.
For those of you that read the artiole
from last week, you know tli.at I asked
if someone could -explam the stigma
'placed on virginity loss. Well, the Zman
trom BSUgave it a shot.
The Zman referenced a paper that
he had written based on an article by
Laura M. Carpenter entitled, Gender
and the Meaning and Experience of
Virginity Loss In the Contemporary
United States. Considering that this is
a small article I cannot cite the entire
paper here.
Carpenter conducted a sociologioal
study on the stigma of virginity and its
loss. The study strikes me as compelling
but it appears to address the fact that
the stigmas exist, not why they exist.
PAGES
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has removed the stigma 'virgin',
he is now considered a man.
The boy's reputation goes up as
now being sexually experienced,
giving him a new positive stigma.
For the girls, the new stigme, is
usually negative, hurtful, and
demeaning. The girl is not now
labeled as a woman but as a slut
or easy. Her reputation can be
damaged beyond repair, For the
female, there is a higher emotronal
and physical price attached to
becoming 'non-virgin'. The risk of
pregnancy or STD's, and worse,
if the young woman was raped,
her experience will damage her
emotiOnally.
A most sincere thank you for
sharing your experience Zman,
but why do YOU think that a
stigma is placed on virgl.n1ty
and why do YOU think that the
double standard exists for men
and women? Again, anyone who
can shed some light on the subject
should write to notoriousbag69@y
aboO.com.
Zman wrote, "The author's researoh addresses
the issue of stigmas or stigmatization of an
individual. Nobody likes to be labeled. We all
heard or used the same words to describe our
fellowolassmates: nerd, geek,jock, brain, slut, fag,
bitch, stoner. But one word created an immediate
defense--v1rgin."
I would contend that all of these labels generate
a defense. Being a geek, jock, slut, fag, bitch and
stoner myself, I can understand the defensiveness.
But why dowe use labels at all?
Let us delve a little deeper into the experiences
oftheZroan:
I can recall as early as fifth grade having
discussions with my classmates, both male and
female, on what the word 'virgin' meant and
who was one. Ofcourse at that age, all of us were
still virgins. It wasn't until I entered high school,
when my peers stopped using the label. By then
most teenagers were losing their virginity and
the primary reason was just to lose the stigma
attached to it. After one stigma was removed,
another one was attached. But this new stJ~
had different meanings for the boys and girls.
Once a.boy
The visions of t.he notorious BAG. are
channeled by Dustin Scott and do not
reflect the opinions of The Arbiter, faculty,
administration or anyone else.
CD REVIEW
Hard to find hate in 'Thirteenth Step'
, i "
of APC. Certain songs, "The Outsider"
and "Lullaby" for Instance, are gritty
and full of Maynard angst, but the
notes on all Instruments, including the
vocal chord, are full of spatial distance
and carry. Of course, each song is
perpetuated by that patented Maynard
angst, just some more than others.
"The Noose" boasts an agonizingly
slow rhythm and way up-front vocals,
painfully dripping with shadow-sap
and wonder. The execution of "Angels"
plays emotional chords, and halos are
used as the metaphorical noose. In the
background keyboards softly promote
implosion and fear by carefully
dropping notes that begin beautifully
in tune then plummet flat.
Thirteenth Step could possibly
be the canon of Maynard's career.
Certain points in the album become
instrumentally boring as there is
no way for the track to evolve, the
notes are rhythmically identical, as
though there is no way for the songs
to grow, like they are born into a
concrete world of consumer garbage
and stinted iike a weed in an asphalt
crack. The timed languidness of it all is
perhaps Maynard's way of illustrating
life. Even the fastest tracks are tired,
"Pet" for example, seems to exhaust
him, and the skeletal pangs of the
guitar are murderous. Maynard has
displayed post-human musical ability
throughout his career, both with Tool
and APC, so everything done on each
track of Thirteenth Step was done on
purpose. This album seems to breech
the walls of security and sanctuary
and move into uncharted grey areas.
Territory much too terrifying for
bands that are In it all for capital
gain. Maynard traverses bog-pits of
despair and delves into the fungus of
self-examination all the while dodging
critical glares of fellow metaphoric
forest goers.
Uncertainty and searching pock the
face of APC. "The Nurse Who Loved
Me" is an angelic proclamation of
emotion, a love that loves all. But at the
same time the song begins to wonder
if capture is possible. If unconditional
love exists, and If it does, then is It a
good thing?
In "Lullaby", a woman's voice
whines somewhere in the distance
while Maynard lulls hypnotically, "go
back to sleep" over arid over again.
Once again this all seems to point at
the complete life cycle: birth, growth,
descent, death. It may all appear vague
and indefinite, but the music is just
that. The album is testament of the
trial and journey ~at all must face.
A Perfect Circle
Thirteenth Step
BY JASON BWGlIT
A&EWriter
The Arbiter
Ever been surprised by an album
because a track played on the radio
is not a decent representative of the
other songs? Thirteenth Step, released
mid-September by A Perfect Circle, is
a lot like this. "Weak and Powerless"
is the debut track and has incredible
Tool-like tendencies -- thundering
and tribal percussion and staccato
guitar act as catalysts for the song's
movement.
But if Tool is what you're after, buy
a Tool album because APC is the same
only in that Maynard James Keenan is
lead vocalist and mental blood donor.
Jeordie Orsborne White, better known
as Marilyn Manson's own Twiggy
Ramirez, is an interesting addition
to the band on bass guitar. Other
members are Billy Howerdel, guitar
and vocals, Josh Freese, drums, and
James Iha.
Fluidity and wind stripping earth
from a lone peak seem to be the staple
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Maximize
yourscore!
\ Registering ...
\
Date: 6 sessions,Thurs. &Fri.,Oct.l6 - 3i,6-1O p.m.
Registration: Only 35 seats! Call (208) 885-6486
to register.
Fee: $299 includes text wI CD- ROM. and application
/
'\ waiver to the UI Collegeof Law. Feefor class doesnot
. include fee to take LSATexam. -
\
Location: UI-BoiseCenter, 800 Park Blvd,Ste.200, #Al
Instructors: Dan Anderson. TylerAnderson,I " Attomeys at Law
.~ Regismtlon ends Oct. 13thl
lInIyersItyotldaho
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Preparing .. ,
Yourtest score on the LSATexam is one of the most
important factors on your application to law school
alongwith your UGPA. The U ofI College of Law
and U ofI Enrichment Office are offering an LSAT
test preparation course that concentrates on all the
skillscritical for superior test performance.
A Perfect Circle
PHOlD aJURTESY OF APERFECTClRCUl.ORG
Gravity is a cool, sod-covered swamp
of pleading in which Maynard begs,
"catch me, heal me, lift me back into
the sun ... I choose to live, I choose to
live. I choose to live." The dusk of life
is apparent.
It is very difficult to capture essence
and emotion on a CD. It could be
argued that to do so an artist must be
completely naked to their audience,
become a plastic see- through anatomy
doll for all to dissect and put back
together. ACP, especially Maynard,
has veered from the drug-Induced
prompt of Tool and created something
completely different, something pure
and untainted, yet something as
elusive as before. Nothing about it is
terribly original, nothing is stylistically
genius, there are no epiphanies
revealed in the work. When filament
and sinew is chipped away, all that is
left is a group of human interpretation
of existence. Emotion searing flesh,
emotion that is about to expire in the
fleeting space called time. That is A
Perfect Circle.
>".
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INneos open WAC schedule vs. La Tech
Sports Commentary
The Arbiter
There are 12 teams in the top-25
in college football that have lost at
least one game. As a matter of fact,
Florida is ranked 24th and they've
dropped two games.
The top nine teams in the polls
deserve their respective rankings.
But as for the rest of the poll, it
could use a little bit of reshuffling.
I'm not attacking the poll just
because Boise State's not ranked
in the top-25.
I'm not, attacking the poll just
because we're excluded from it.
In all honesty, we aren't playing
up to our full potential. We don't
exactly deserve to be in it yet.
But we will corne around and we
will claim our spot, just like last
year.
We're back on track. Last week
set us in the right direction. Our
win over Wyoming last Saturday
was step number one.
We beat them by 16 points. It
could have easily been 30 if we
didn't make a few key mistakes
on defense that cost us two
touchdowns.
Don't get me wrong. I play
defense, so I'm not downing them.
But in the first halfwe could have
erased those two touchdowns.
As for the second half, the
Cowboys could've put Wyatt Earp
in at quarterback and it wouldn't
have made a difference.
Everybody was boasting about
Wyoming's offense and how it was
one of the best in the nation.
Well our defense exposed the
Cowboys' weaknesses after the
band was done performing.
It seems some people don't see it
the same way.
On Friday I went and watched
the soccer tournament over at
the new soccer field. There was a
fan there that recognized me and
started talking about the team.
About two minutes into talking
to him he asks me, "What's up with
your receivers? I heard they've
been dropping a lot of balls in
practice lately. Is that going to be
a problem?"
Iwon't tell you what my response
was. But I will say it was somewhat
similar to Alan Iverson's comments
in that press conference when he
was asked about practice.
If you didn't, hear about that,
it wasn't pleasant. Definitely not
pretty.
Educate yourself. Our offense
was impressive on Saturday. Our
receivers were making plays all
night. So I guess the fan from the
soccer game got his answer.
I started this article out with
some information about the top-
25 for one reason: Our record right
now is 3-1, just like 12 other teams
whose names happen to appear in
the poll.
Remember that preseason
disrespect the polls put on us?
Apparently, were is still work to be ,
done. Some still need convincing
of what we already know.
That's all right, we're not mad.
We're still set to prove it.
And just for the record, we aren't
that far away.
We will start to play every game,
dominating the way we should.
Then there will be no way our
name won't appear in lights.
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Tho Broncos tako thoir 3-1 season record into Ruston,La. this Saturday. Tho Broncos opon up tho WAC soason whon thoy go hood to hood with tho La Tech
Bulldogs. Tho Broncos oro 1-4 against tho Bulldogs. and lost thoir lost gamo in Ruston.
but don't break" defense, he was only able to put up two touchdowns,
and an equal amount of interceptions.
The Bronco secondary has been tested and is ready for the challenge
the Bulldogs bring to the table.
The Broncos offense has been clicking as of late. Quarterback Ryan
Dinwiddie was 27 of 38 versus the Cowboys. Dinwiddie threw for four
touchdowns, boosting his quarterback rating to a conference leading
139.84.
The rushing game has always been solid for the Broncos, but the
receiving corps continues to improve week-to-week, and was credited
with getting the ball into the end zone all four times last week.
But Senior Running Back David Mikell said he knows the Broncos can't
rely solely on Dinwiddie's arm.
"We have to be successful running the ball and have a balanced
offense," Mikell said.
The Bulldogs of Louisiana Tech won't be playing on the heels of a win
this week, but will be dusting off after a bye week.
By the time kick off rolls around the Bulldogs will have had two weeks to
prepare for the Broncos.
La Tech has already dropped one conference game to Fresno State, and
statistically cannot lose another if they want to stay in the competition for
the WAC title.
They spoiled the Broncos' hopes in 2001, and hope to repeat history in
2003.
The Broncos are set to make sure that doesn't happen.
BY TODD GABlliEL
Special to The Arbiter
The •.oise State Broncos travel to Ruston, La. this week to open up
conference against Louisiana Tech. The Broncos (3-1) will face a perennial
WAC threat that has spoiled the Broncos' hopes in times past.
The Broncos are 1-4 all time against the Bulldogs, and lost in their last
visit to Ruston. A loss that kept the Broncos out of the 2001 Humanitarian
Bowl and in the stands watching Louisiana Tech playa home game on the
beloved blue of Bronco Stadium.
The memory of that game served as motivation last year when the
Broncos played host to Louisiana Tech, beating Bulldogs 36-10, and
leaving no doubt about who would be playing in the H-Bowl in 2002.
The Broncos will face a La Tech team that loves to air it out. Led by
quarterback Luke McCown, the Bulldogs staged an upset at Michigan
State by scoring two touchdowns in tile last 60 seconds of the game.
When asked how the Broncos are preparing to stop tile Bulldogs' "air
campaign", Coach Dan Hawkins said he too is impressed with McCown
and the Broncos' upcoming opponents offense.
"He is one of tile best quarterbacks in tile country and we will have our
hands full," Hawkins said.
The Broncos are coming off a win against a Wyoming team that had an
air assault of their own. Wyoming's quarterbackCasey Bramlet is fifth in
the nation in passing yards with 1457.
Although Bramlet was able to move the ball against the Broncos "bend
DII,' Bronco Safety likes to keep it real,
, ,/
I, /' rather them go in the bathroom
than crap their pants you know!
Q: SOfndlscretlon ...Ul'
Kim: "Ooh momml take it off,
or too-trashy so wash It om
Oh no. Sometimes she looks
like she got a little fat, and
sometimes she looks good.
About 5 years ago I would say
ooh mommi, but she has gone
down hill a little.
just see me on campus.
Q: Besides intellectual
prestige, a tree shaded
campus, and all that crap,
what things were you looking
for when applying to college?
I was really looking for a good
learning environment where
there weren't a lot of other
activities for me to get caught
up in.
BY DANAKA OLIVER
Sports Writer
The Arbiter
Q: Would you rather have
money, power or respect? And
yes, you have to choose Just
onel
Respect. Money is not that
big of a deal to me, and power
can be a dangerous thing,
but if everybody respects you
it's a good thing because it
is something that not a lot of
people have.
Q:Whataboutyour
sldUs? Can you sing, play an
instrument, or dance?
I can dance.
Q: So Boise Isboring?
Naw, it's just a good safe
environment.
Q: What is something most
people don't know about you?
I like to be by myself a lot.
And I don't really watch football
or talk about football to oilier
people that I don't actually play
with. A lot of times people don't
even know I play football if they
Q: Let's talk about the team.
When you guys travel by bus,
is there a rule about number
two in the bus toUet? There's
gottabe.
No, I mean you just prefer
for it not to happen. But when
somebody has to go, I would
Q: Arc you any good, and
would you ever consider going
professional?
No, I'm not Wade Robinson
or anything.
See Downtime page 7
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Cubs take Braves to the Wood-shed in Game 1. .
Bronco volleyball continues conference play
BYPAUL SUU.IVAN
Chica~Wbune
ATL\NTA The fierce
competition between Chicago
Cubs starters isn't limited to
trying to outdo each other on
the mound.
The .serious action usually
can be. found in a near-empty
Wrigley Field a few hours before
selected home games when
they line up at the batting cage .
to take ,turns trying to hit balls
onto Waveland Avenue during
pitchers' batting practice
sessions.
After Kerry Wood chopped
down Atlanta with both his
bat and his arm Tuesday in
the Cubs 4-2 victory in Game
1 of their National League
Division Series, look for Carlos
Zambrano and Mark Prior to
take a few more pregame cuts In
the cage before their next starts.
Wood's two-out, two-run
double off Russ Ortiz snapped
a I-I tie in the sixth inning and
his sterlingpitching made those
runs stand up to for the Cubs to
draw first blood in the best-of-
five series.
BYJESSE DAY
Sports Writer
The Arbiter
The Bronco volleyball team
will continue their WAC play
tonight in Houston, taking on
the Rice Owls.
The Broncos, who are back on
the road after a very short home
stand, look to seize these crucial
in-conference games.
The Owls hope to claim their
"When you play National
League ball, your pitchers
are part of the offense," Cubs
manager Dusty Baker said.
Wood had "weak knees" in
the bullpen warming up but
dominated from the outset,
. allowing two runs on two hits
over 71/3 innings to give giving
the Cubs their first postseason
victory since 1989.
"I felt pretty good going out
for the third inning, but the first
two felt-a little shaky for me,"
he said.
Wood recorded 11 strikeouts,
breaking the Cubs' postseason
record of 10 that Orval Overall
set in Game 5 ofthe 1908 World
Series. He also went 2-for-4,
finishing with as many hits as
he gave up.
Zambrano will attempt to give
the Cubs a commanding. 2-0
lead on Wednesday when he
faces Mike Hampton.
Several thousand Cubs fans
in the crowd of 53,043 turned
Turner Field into Wrigley Field
South, giving the players a
warm and cozy feeling.
"I've never seen anything
like this," first baseman Eric
Karros said. "At some point
it sounded like the Cubs fans
were drowning out the Braves
fans with 'Let's go Cubbies.' I
can say as an opposing player,
especially playing in your own
home park and the visiting
team is getting a louder ovation
or more noise than you, it can
be somewhat deflating."
The Cubs took a lead in a
'.postseason series for the first
time since 1984, when they led
San Diego 2-0 in the best-of-five
National League Championship
Series. It was also their first
postseason victory on the road
since Oct. 5, 1945, when the
beat Detroit 3-0 in Game 3 of the
World Series to end an 0-for-8
road streak that ran through the
'84, '89 and '98 playoffs.
After serving up Marcus Giles'
two-out, homer in the third,
Wood didn't allow another hit
until the seventh. The Cubs
blew a bases-loaded, no-out
situation in the third but
found themselves in the same
situation in the sixth. After
Randall Simon struck out while
pinch hitting, Fick dropped
Paul Bake's potential double-
play grounder to allow the tying
run to score.
Wood followed that by
cranking a 1-0 fastball into the
gap in left-center field to score
Ramirez and Karros tQlmake it
3-1. .
Wood finally tired after Matt
Franco reached on a wild pitch
on strike three to lead off the
eighth. Baker yanki@ WOQI:l
at the 124-pitch mark after he
issued one-out walks to Mark
DeRosa and, Gary Sheffield
to load the bases, but Mike
Remlinger induced Cbipper
Jones to hit a run-scoring
grounder to short that only a
bad call prevented from being
an inning-ending double play.
"Put me in with the bases
loaded with the game on the line
and my hair on fire," Remlinger
said. "That's what it felt like."
Kyle Farnsworth issued a walk
to Andruw Jones before retiring
Lopez and Joe Borowski struck
out three of the four men he
faced in the ninth to seal the
deal for Wood.
Wood's four-star performance
spoke volumes about the Cubs'
confidence and about his
craving to pitch on a national
stage.
use them to get an early lead on
the WAC standings.
Boise State has already
-significantly improved upon
their 2002 record, and a few
more wins could mark 2003 as
the programs' turning point.
The Broncos will return home
to host the Rainbow Wahine of
Hawaii at Bronco Gym on Oct
9.
first conference win this season. crucial game for the success of
Rice is 8-2 overall for the year, this young, but talented squad.
and will undoubtedly attempt Boise State will then travel to
to prove themselves against a Oklahoma to finish their road
young Bronco team. trip. In Tulsa, the Broncos will
The Broncos, who split their battle the Golden Hurricanes
first two in-conference games on' Saturday. Tulsa, like Rice,
last week at home in Bronco is without a conference win
Gym,. are coming off a tough . this season, but the Golden
loss against Southern Methodist Hurricanes have an overall
University. record of9 and 6.
The Broncos will focus on These wins are critical for
this match against the Owls as a Boise State-vthe Broncos could
Bronco Gymnastics Express
undenvay in 2003
squad for four X~~. from
~ot2(JO~. . ..
~9)Y."Walsh is dedicating her
. final semester at Boise State to
The Bronco Gymnastics giving something back.
Express is in ~ swing f?~2003. 'The: 'class meets everyn:eclass ~roV1des partlclpants Tuesday from' 7:30-8:30 p.m.
with a um~ue Op~O~.lty to in the gymnastics room next to
explore their athletic ability. the Pavilion. The cost is $5 per
Coaches Katy Herbert and class, or 10 classes for $40.
former Boise State gymnast All proceeds go to Boise State
Kar~ Walsh coach the weekly gymnastics team.
sessions. Walsh was a member Those interested in attending
of the Western gymnastic the class can call 426-3867.
conference champion Bronco
BYAARONHAYNES
Sports Writer
The Arbiter
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Downtime
from page 6
Q: No doubt you have heard
of the movie Jackass. What
would it take to get you to let
someone staple things to your
butt?
Lots of money! (Laughs).
Q: You're in the middle seat
on an airplane between two
swimsuit models, what do you
doi
I talk to both of them and see
which is the coolest. Then try
.to get the numbers, ifI want
them at all. .
Q: Why do good girls like bad
boysi
They are naive, and think
they can change people. They
just don't know how bad it is in
reality.
Q: Do you have any tauoost
Nope.
Q: So you're not into paIni
No, but that's not the reason
I don't have any tattoos. I just
never really found something I
want on my body for the rest of
my life. I don't want to regret it
when I'm 50.
Q:Whataboutcartoonsi
What's your favorite cartoon
or comic strlpi
Oh man, Simpson's and
Southpark are pretty much at a
tie right now.
Q: What character would
you be most lIkei Whyi
Urn, Lets see ... Garfield the
cat cuz he's real laid back and
mellow, but has a sarcastic
sense of humor.
Q: So you like funny stuff.
What Is your favorite 1V show
or character from back in the
day'l
In Living Color. I liked Jim
Carey.
Q: Speakin' of color, where
does the white go when the
snow meltst One of your
teammates sald Boise.
(Ha ha ha) .. , Urn, it go to
Challis, Idaho.
Q: Steppin' out of Challls,
how many roommates do you
havei
Three: two guys and one girl.
Q: How do you stop them
from eating up all your food
and using up your towelsi
Well my roommate Tim
Gilligan, we have our own
nutritionist that comes in to
cook for us so we get to it first
and nobody else has a chance
to eat it.
Q: Sounds like your pretty
high maintenance.
(Laughs)
Q: High maintenance or low
maintenance womeni
Low maintenance,
I'm actually pretty low
maintenance. I'm pretty
mellow
Q: Real ones or fake
implants, or docs It mattert
Hmmm ... To look -- fake
ones. For the real thing -- real
ones.
Q: Tum the tables to the
fellas, Docs size matter all the
time, or only in footballi
98 percent of the time.
Q: Who knows more about
women, you or Dinwlddlei
Probably him, just cuz he's
older.
ANTIOCH IAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
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Inquirer's Classes
Wednesday's 7:00pm to 8:30pm
• FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 869-4728 •
Cherry sleigh bed. Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
Daybed including
Mattress. $100/0bo 703- -
0155
Blue Toddler Car Bed,
$80713-3825
1980 Buick Skylark 1994 NISSAN SE
4Dr., II0 Miles, V-6, AT, V6 4X4. Clean, awesome
NC, Snow Tires. $5001 4X4, new tires, 109,000
obo Call 376-7956 miles. $6500 obo. Call
Mike @ 344-6777
White 84 4-door Jetta
Lost Textbook "Classics 5 spd. Fuel inject. Great Townhouse for sale. 3bdl
of Organization Theory" for around town. $1,000 2.5 bath. 10 min walk
5th cd. left in Parking Call after 5pm @ to BSU. Great rental or
Garage 5:30 or 6:00 on 376-3785 family home. 363-0102
Sept. 25. Call 334-2470
1994 Honda Accord 20k below market value.ask for Hank
Maroon. NC, Clear Title. 3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath. 1275
Are you a female age Good Condition in/out. sq ft. Only 4 yrs old.
21-297 Northwest Egg Will Detail for buyer. 794-0828
Donation is seeking egg $4200/0bo Call 794-1382
donors of all ethnicities Newer Mobile home,
(Caucasian, Asian, Moving sale on Sat. 3Bdrm/ 2Bth, mtn views,
Indian, etc.). Earn $3000- from 9-3, Sun 9-1. 1509 feneed yard, deck,
$4000. For more info
Lincoln off Boise Ave. 2/Carport. Financing
or application log on to
Turn R on Highland & L available. Gary 841-2143
on Lincoln
www.northwesteggdonati
Search homes for saleon.com or call 1997 Dodge Neon
208-634-9774 52k miles, Excellent
@ Al1IdahoHornes.com
Condition ..Asking $4200. or call for a free list
Party in Canada. Skiing Call Darin @ 323-8499 371-2524. Josh Knight.
and snowboarding trip. Prudential RE
BSU iiJvades Whistler. 1990 Geo Prism LSI
Call James for more Blue, 4/door, new tires, Mattress Set, Full Size
information. 631-7878 very dependable. Great Brand New in package.
Condition. $1300/0bo Sacrifice $99.
Call Katie @333-0734 Call 866-7476,sell,it 1989 Ford F150 .Queen pillow top
,< 5 speed manual. Asking mattress set. Brand new,
$1250. Call Scott. still in plastic. Must sell
1983Mercedes Benz 240D 333-2579 $159. Can deliver.
Great Fuel Mileage. 866-7476
Looks sharp! $1600/0BO 1997 Pontiac Grand Am
429-6696 or 863-9460 Great Condition. $4995 King size pillow top
338-7891 mattress set Brand new in
98 Honda Civic CX bag. Must sell $225. Can
Tinted windows, CD
1995 Ford Taurus GL deliver. 866-7476
. player, power lock!
White, ale, c/d, 88k
miles, good condition.
window. 131K $6499. $3100/0bo.
Joe 7911-3754 Call 846-8428
5-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail
$2450, sacrifice $899.
Call 888-1464
Attn Music 100 students.
LISTEN 4'" edition 6 CD
set. $20. 794-0828
rentill
;. :..",:_c.:.,:'_,_~:~,~_..'~-'_'_~~_~.'_~' .,~,",,~o.c;-_~,,:.<,~}
•
, /'It,
FREE UTILITIESI
FREE CABLE TVI
Price Reduced!! IBDRM
on Broadway. View,
Parking, $395. 426-0089
M/F Roommate wanted
to live with F in 2BR
House. 6 Blks to BSU,
Me,wid, parking, $300 +
1/2 Uti I. 333-970 I
Rent to own
3BDRM 2 Bath, 1150
sq. ft., $800 794-0828
Located in SE Boise
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2.2003
Arbiter c1assiflet1 advertisments. are free to students •
. .'. Toplae8 an ad caD 345-8204 xl ODor come to the
. offie88t 1605 University Drive (across from theS.U.B)
Share 3bdrm/2ba in W
Boise, wid, ale, fenced
yard, partially fum. $3751
mo. Includes Util. 484-
2159 No Smkg.
NEED MONEY
FOR COllEGE? . STUDENT WORK
• $12GUll. Bm-A,pl.
• Customer 1I11s/SIMCI
• NI telamarbtiog
Drduol b dODl Illes-
• PTIFTpositilOS milebll
• Grelt lesuUll8xperienct
• flexible sdedull
• 'Intamsllips
& St:hollrsh~s possible
• HI experienci filclssery
IlIll1l1lflrrsdllli,""'JW-
P139.m,sa)'lll
tIIltp IIlIIfIb lacl.
osm.oop.-_
° !'bill'" S2llJ/mD
° IO,lWSblaI.aansIllx*l
---Plus:---
Gltpid smoo ...... wI<IIJl
p.-iIdarmimwfD"
WIOkrrltlblald Clud
Addltlo8llII'" .....
_ AOGO - $lOGO
., 863-3516 or 373-7218
Looking/aT Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
. Internships?
Near BSU, new paint!
carpet, 2BD/IBA
w/d,alc,garage, $550
884-0990 or visit
www.fipmrentals.com
F Roommate wanted.
$I87.50/mo. + 1/4
Utilities. 331-6628 Gymnastics instructors
needed for Bronco
Gymnastics Express.
Some experience
preferred. Call 426-3867
Room for rent. Next to
BSU! Spacious Room,
Cablel Internet. $300/mo.
Call Andrew @284-5211
or Tim @ 867-3784 NOW HIRING!
ALl.. POSITIONS!
Classified ads get readl
Place your ad in the
Arbiter. Call 345-8204
to place your ad today.
Classified ads ar FREE
FOR STUDENTS!
Home Health Care Agcy
Seeking Companions,
NA's & CNA's.
Competitive wages &
flexible Schedules. Apply
@ 877 N. Liberty Ste.
205 Boise, ID 83704 or
call (208) 376-7156
Responsible F to share
3BDRM house with
same. Cvrd. parking,
fireplace, common area
is furnished. $290 + 1/2
Util. Call Monica 867-
7929
VISIT US NOW AT
WWW.
worknow4students
.homestead.com
$15-$18Ihr
MIF to share 2 bdrm
house w/garage. Close to
BSU. Fenced backyard.
$280 + 1/2 util. w/s/t and
cable paid. 426-0536
Bartenders Trainees
Needed.$250/day
Potential. Local
Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223
We specialize 1/1 helping
students eain cash!
Looking for a job to
begin your sales &
marketing experience?
We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
FREE gift money for
qualified homebuyers.
Use for a down payment
or closing cost. Prudential
Jensen RE. Call Josh
Knight@ 371-2524
EVENINGend WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• Peld lralnlng
• Casual Environment
• Flexible Schedule
Be A Bartender
Hands on training in
Boise. Must be 18 or
older. Earn $15-$30/hr.
1-2 week program, job
placement assistance,
flexible hrs. Get certified!
Call 1-800-333- TIPS
(8477)
•
OPENINGS
Conduct public opinion
surveys in a call ctr.
environment. Flex. shifts
available. Bi-lingual a plus.
Must have basic computer
skills & type 25+ wpm. Sigma Alpha Lambda,
national leadership &
honors org. is seeking
motivated students to
begin a campus chapter.
3.0 GPA rcq. Contact:
rminer@salhonors.org
$8.001 hour
Please call for
more Information
658·4888
Movie Extras/Models
Needed. No Exp. rcq., all
looks and ages. Earn up
to $100-500 a day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. 435
PT work. Own car,
newer digital camera,
computer. Flexible
schedule $6-7/hr. Email:
monsnow@yahoo.com
.CrosswordI'VE ONLY KNOWNYOU FOR THREE
SECONDS AND ALREADY
I HAVE A DEEP DESIRE
TO PUNCH YOU.
BUT NO
ONE EVER
DOES.
HEY, BIG GUY,
HOW·S YOUR
GOLF GAME
LATELY?
DILBERT
O
HAVE YOU
MET ALICE?
ACROSS
1 Pen names?
5 Pen name?
10 Automatic
tourney
advances
14 Up to the task
15 Poplar tree
16 Ms. McEntire
17 Civil unrest
18 Girder piece
19 Tiny bit
20 Mil. honor
21 One-armed
bandit
23 Prepared to
pray
25 CD-_
26 Charge with
carbon dioxide
28 Heads toward
33 Conflict
34 Took on cargo
35 Actress Balin
36 Sturluson work
37 'The_
Sanction"
38 Tough journey
39 KawakuDo ot
fashion
40 Lot's son
41 Hamlet. to 7 Root vegetable Solutions
Horatio 8 Kicker Jason
42 Lunch carrier 9 One who makes
44 Virgil's hero comments
45 Wide shoe width 10 'Tragic Overture"
46 Accumulate composer
47 DUI drink? 11 Abominable
52 TV network snowman
55 Bill stamp 12 Black. in' poetry
56 Boxer Roberto 13 Identical
57 Give a hoot 21 Abel's brother
58 Eye covetously 22 For both sexes
59 African antelope 24 Shuttle grp.
60 Topmost point . 26 Sour-tasting,
61 Prepared to old-style
drive 27 Senior
62 Fender flaws 28 One ot Satan's
63 Extremely nations'
29 Arabian 'gulf
DOWN 30 Emergency
1 National poet exit
2 Sacred bird of 31 White Sea bay
the Pharaohs 32 Garden tools
3 Awakener for 34 Peru's capital
many 37 Implanted
4 At the ready 38 Spam cans
5 Ribbed fabric 40 In a fresh way
6 Monastery head 41 Regan's father
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I LOVE GOLF. GOLFING
IS FUN. ITS A GOOD
DAY TO GOLF. DO YOU
WANT TO GO GOLFING
IN THE RAIN TOMOR-
ROW AT 6 A.M.?
)
NO, THANKS. I HAVE
PLANS TO SANDPAPER ~
MY ENTIRE BODY AND 1
ROLL AROUND IN SALT.
~
o
!
~
M
o
o
M.,
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - You're smart
enough to get someone else to
lend a helping hand. Choose a
person who has the experience
you lack.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - It's always good
to be thoughtful with people
who haven't achieved your
level of spiritual advancement.
That's especially true if they
sign your paycheck.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 2)
Make improvements to your
home this year, possibly
through an advance in your
career. The two possibilities
seem to be linked. An active
partnership will make things
move along even faster.
To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - If you focus on
the job at hand, you'll become
more efficient. That brings
in more profit, allowing you
more slack.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Others
appreciate your ability to
decide what needs to be done
and then do it. Don't wait for a
command from a person who
can't choose.Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - A person you
admire inspires you to keep
going, even if you're getting
pooped. You're gaining
experience and respect.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Doing
whatever you want, whenever
you want, is fun, but it's not
going to get the icky tasks
scratched off your to-do lists.
Tackle the toughest task now.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - You're being
asked to take on more
responsibility without getting _
more money in return. Not to
worry. It.1ooks good on you. Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - Tidying up
around your place may not be
a lot of fun, but you should do
it for the next day or two. You
may want a love nest prepared
in time for this weekend;
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - Friends help out
whenever they can, whether
you want them to or not.
That's their way of paying you
back for all the times you've
helped them.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - You're still
busy, but you're also quite
attractive. Schedule some time
in private withione you love.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - det a few
practicalthings,4hat will
help you keep your hom6
organized. You'll feel more
.relaxed when you know
everyi:hfugis in its place.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.21)
Today is a 7 - A friend can
teach you a nifty trick that
makes what you're doing more
fun. Be open to suggestions,
and stop doing things the hard
way ..
(c) 2003, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICESiNc.
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43 Old gardening
44 Reparations
46 _-garde
47 Dick and Jane's
dog
48 Actor Nicolas
49 Stir up
50 Govern
5t Persian GUlf
nation
53 Fox's tnle
54 Like the Beatles'
Sadie
57 Cleveland pro
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